
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

You may have forgotten my hand, but you __________________________
me.
1.

(not/forget)
will not have forgotten

I have given up the career of politics; I have lost my historical fortune, and
all the distinctions which I might have acquired and bequeathed to my
children; but our house _________________ nothing; my boys will be men of
mark.

2.

(lose)
will have lost

But the lovers __________________ what it is to soar.3. (know)will have known

But they ____________________ now, so down we go.4. (arrive)will have arrived

You __________________________ that his lordship had told me to go,
hell for leather, directly I was through the gate, and right well I obeyed him.
5.

(not/forget)

will not have forgotten

You _____________________ that there are two parties to every bargain.6.
(observe)

will have observed

No girl in the trade shop will make a complete garment, but she
___________________ upon all parts many times.
7.

(work)will have worked

Besides the fund of information he _____________________ he
_________________ for himself a habit that will always benefit him.
8.

(acquire) (make)

will have acquired
will have made

The reader by this time ____________________ the point I am trying to
put.
9.

(grasp)
will have grasped

If so, he _________________________ the better half of his work: he
__________________ something to say.
10.

(accomplish) (find)
will have accomplished

will have found

Fleury, as you ____________________ already, was a Southerner,
destined, no doubt, to become the responsible editor of a liberal journal.
11.

(guess)

will have guessed
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The weeds thus treated die, and in about three weeks the grass
__________________, and there will not be a vestige of disturbance left.
12.

(grow)
will have grown

Of course Roger will have a son some day and then you will be giving it to
Roger Bradley, as you say, and it __________________ out of the family
really-you were just like one of us for so many years.

13.

(not/be)
won't have been

Your equally excellent observation ___________________ your attention
to this river.
14.

(call)
will have called

Let it stand thus twenty-four hours longer, when it ___________________
nearly a third.
15.

(shrink)
will have shrunk

I guess they _______________ enough of the sea to last them for some
time.
16.

(have)
'll have had

If it goes flat he _______________ his chance.17. (have)'ll have had

Those who have read it _________________ why.18. (see)will have seen

Your mind ___________________ tone and healthy pride.19. (gain)will have gained

You ____________________ my justification sufficiently from the letter
which I sent to you before my departure.
20.

(learn)
will have learned
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